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Agilent Technologies’ Logic Analysis Application Suite Tracks Key
Digital Electronic Discontinuities
Industry’s Broadest Logic Analysis Application Suite Targets High-Speed
FPGA, Wireless and Multilane Serial Applications

PALO ALTO, Calif., May 31, 2006 -- Agilent Technologies Inc. (NYSE: A)
today announced five software applications that provide advanced measurement
capabilities and ease-of-use that engineers need to more quickly and accurately
solve advanced design problems. The applications are supported across Agilent’s
entire logic-analysis portfolio, including the new 16800 series logic analyzers as
well as its 1690, 1680 and 16900 series logic analyzers.

In addition to using logic analyzers for general-purpose signal and bus
timing and for state measurements, design teams often spend hours turning lowlevel measurement data into meaningful insight related to their system. In some
cases they write their own application software to perform these tasks. Agilent has
addressed this need with this suite of application software, which can save up to
weeks of development time and eliminate errors caused by manual data
interpretation.
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Key industry shifts and associated Agilent logic analysis applications
include:

High-Speed Serial
High-speed multilane serial buses are quickly moving from the computer
industry to embedded applications. Using Agilent’s Packet Viewer, design teams
view serial data in a protocol-rich manner for quick analysis. In addition, trigger
setup is done at the protocol level. This allows design teams to operate at a higher
level of abstraction and more quickly resolve protocol debug issues. The
application supports a number of multilane serial buses, including PCIe, SATA,
Parallel Rapid IO, ASI and Infiniband.

Advanced FPGAs
Design teams continue to implement faster and larger designs using FPGA
technology. FPGA vendors are seeing significant growth in the number of design
teams incorporating “soft,” or synthesizable, processors.

Agilent’s new E9524A trace toolset for Xilinx MicroBlaze provides a trace
core for quickly connecting the right processor signals to logic-analyzer channels,
and an inverse assembler to display software-execution measurements. An industry
first, the Agilent application facilitates deep trace measurements captured by an
external logic analyzer, even when Xilinx MicroBlaze cache is enabled. In
addition, Agilent is updating its B4655A FPGA dynamic probe by adding support
for Xilinx’s recently introduced Virtex-5 family.

High-Speed Signals
The Agilent View Scope application is the industry’s first solution that
connects scope and logic-analyzer measurements using off-the-shelf BNC and
LAN cables. The application quickly allows designers to time-correlate parametric
scope measurements with functional logic-analysis measurements when high-speed
design problems cross both domains.
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Wireless Analog/RF Boundary
Wireless design teams are quickly moving to architectures where the
measurement spots for analog RF signals are no longer present. Rather,
measurement is only available on digital signals. Agilent has combined logicanalysis capture of these signals with its digital VSA (vector signal analysis)
software. Since the 1’s and 0’s that a logic analyzer captures tend to be foreign to
wireless designers, the ability to import this information into the digital VSA
application allows teams to view the information in the traditional formats required
to validate and optimize wireless designs. In addition, Agilent’s new signal
extraction software allows design teams to quickly extract I and Q information
from digital acquisitions.

“Design teams that need to debug complex and sophisticated systems will
have the tools to increase productivity by working at a high level of abstraction,”
said Sigi Gross, general manager of Agilent’s Digital Verification Solutions
division. “The development of these software applications was driven by customer
feedback on key industry trends that affect their development processes.”

Additional information about Agilent’s new application software and the
company’s complete line of validation and debug tools is available at
www.agilent.com/find/16800. Application images are available at
www.agilent.com/find/16800_images.

U.S. Pricing and Availability
The Agilent logic analyzer application products can be ordered today and are
supported on all Agilent logic analyzers that run Microsoft Windows XP.
Model
B4655A
E9524A
Standard*
89601A
Standard*

Description
FPGA Dynamic Probe
MicroBlaze Trace Toolset
ViewScope Integration
Digital VSA
with logic analysis option
Packet Viewer

Price
$2,995
$2,000
N/C
starting at $9,620
N/C
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* Application is provided as a standard component of Agilent’s logic analyzer
software, Version 3.50 or higher

About Agilent Technologies
Agilent Technologies Inc. (NYSE: A) is the world’s premier measurement
company and a technology leader in communications, electronics, life sciences and
chemical analysis. The company’s 20,000 employees serve customers in more than
110 countries. Agilent had net revenue of $5.1 billion in fiscal 2005. Information
about Agilent is available on the Web at www.agilent.com.
###
NOTE TO EDITORS: Sales information is available by calling +1 800 829 4444,
item number 8074. Please do NOT use editor contact or corporate telephone
numbers for sales and product information.
Information in this news release applies specifically to products available in the
United States. Product availability and specifications may vary in other markets.
If you choose to review this item, your readers will receive the quickest response to
their inquiries by mailing them to Agilent Technologies, Test and Measurement
Organization, 5301 Stevens Creek Blvd., MS 54LAK, Santa Clara, CA 95052.
Further technology, corporate citizenship and executive news is available on the
Agilent news site at www.agilent.com/go/news.
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